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APP All Remove BV
www.app-protect.com
Contractors around the world create beautiful structures designed by
architects that demand that their creations are delivered CLEAN.
 Managers or owners of real estate objects
 Responsible for public spaces and public squares
 Managers of railway-metro-bus stations and shopping centres
 Infrastructural builders
 Architects
 Project developers
 Writers of specifications for tenders
 or companies that could supply our products to all the above.
 Preferably procurement department or CEO

BE Networks BV
www.be-networks.be
BE Networks is an active player in the circular economy of IT equipment.
In the organically existing market of excess and obsolete IT assets, the
company partners up with the world’s largest ISP’s on the supply side and
end users of all industries on the demand side. It takes pride in our
logistic expertise to collect and process IT equipment conform all
regulations and partner-specific requests on the one hand and an
innovative, fully ESD-proof refurbish process on the other hand. This
combination results in our strong position as an independent supplier,
offering exceptional rates and thus making high-end IT equipment
accessible for all end users of all kinds and sizes. The largest volume the
company trades in in Cisco & Juniper.
All end users with an autonomous IT procurement strategy and/or
resellers or integrators with a recurring need for network- and datacentre
equipment can benefit from our services. Purchasing managers are
interesting to talk with about pricing- & budget issues, but also IT
Managers and (solution) sales people or network design engineers are
interesting to discuss actual need for products.

Better Energy
www.betterenergy.nu
Better Energy strives to turn energy users into energy producers for their
own usage: existing technology allows for production “behind the meter”
by means of solar and/ or wind energy. Solar energy is rapidly moving
towards integration into regular building components like roofing
components and facade cladding. Due to the fact that energy markets
were dominated by only a few producers just 20 years ago, countries
have a variety of legislation in place to protect energy users. Such
legislation now often hinders traditional users becoming energy producers
and it is important to understand both threats and opportunities in every
specific country.
Innovative building owners, construction companies, solar installers,
parking lot owners.
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Dutch Chamber of Commerce for Belgium and Luxemburg
www.nkvk.be
The Dutch Chamber of Commerce for Belgium and Luxemburg (NKVK)
has been promoting crossborder business within the Benelux for more
then 115 years. The Chamber helps companies develop their business in
the Netherlands or Luxemburg via trainings, expert advice, tailored
matchmaking, business guides, market research, etc.
Any company looking for support in doing business in Luxembourg or in
the Netherlands.

EDM Holding B.V.
www.vahlkamp.nl
Vahlkamp develops alarm systems - if necessary in combination with inhouse services - for the wide application area of healthcare, geriatric
care, psychiatric care, and care for the handicapped. Our product range is
directed at institutions, such as hospitals and nursing and residential
homes, as well as small-scale residential services and organisations that
offer extramural care.
The company would like to meet healthcare institutions, such as hospitals
and nursing and residential homes for the products described on
www.vahlkamp.nl/products.html. (The final goal is to find a distributor, but
in a first stage, the company would like to get to know the market through
a direct contact with healthcare institutions).

Ee_yoo
www.eeyoo.nl
The company would like to get in contact with the Luxembourg
government / municipalities with regard to making existent residential
buildings more sustainable (on a large scale).
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EIT Climate-KIC Benelux
www.climate-kic.org
EIT Climate-KIC is the European Climate Innovation Community to jointly
solve the world wide climate change. It catalyses the rapid innovation
needed across sectors by convening the brightest minds to tackle
challenges, empowering leaders through capacity building, and seed
funding the most promising climate-positive businesses. Its Focus Areas
are: Cities, Land Use, Production Systems and Finance / Insurance.
Via its Circular Innovation Programme, EIT Climate-KIC can support
organisations who have innovative ideas for circular business models,
technologies, standards, policies and finance. With this programme the
company aim to create closed loops in five city districts in Europe in the
next five years.
Another initiative is the extensive Circular Economy Training Programme.
EIT Climate-KIC is looking for cities which would like to pilot this
programme and would like to become a partner of its community. Central
theme is “Realising Climate-proofing Cities”. EIT Climate-KIC aims to
contribute significantly to the development of a new circular economy in
cities.
Another initiative is very specific related to Chemical Recycling. EIT
Climate-KIC is looking for industries/multinationals, start-ups, consultancy
agencies, knowledge institutes, universities, etc., who work on innovative
solutions that are related to one of the main themes below:
 Chemistry of Advanced Materials
 Chemistry of Life
 Chemical Conversion, Process Technology & Synthesis
 Chemical Nanotechnology & Devices
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Equator Research BV
www.equatorresearch.nl
Equator Research is a research and consulting firm for behavioural
insights in the built environment. It applies big data techniques and
behavioural models to infrastructure and mobility. Its clients save time
and cost by applying behavioural insights before infrastructure is built.
Construction and infrastructure companies

FibreSecurity
www.fibresecurity.com
FibreSecurity introduces a very innovative way of real-time remote
monitoring systems using sensors in microfiber. The measurements
include deformation, stress, corrosion, chemical spills, temperature,
pressure, weight, leakage, water quality, vibration, electrical values etc.
 Water and Sewage companies, Engineering companies
 Investment department for R&D in Luxemburg
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Fotolight BV
www.fotolight.nl
Fotolight has been producing various advertising products, both for in-and
outdoor such as displays, signage, POS materials, in-and outdoor way
finding, banners and flags, virtual hosts, interactive floors and façade
lettering and LED panels for over 50 years.
 Construction companies
 Architects
 Retail chains
 Hotels / Hotel chains
 Petrol companies
 Real estate companies
The company would like to meet the director of the marketing department
of these companies.
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Frisian Motors
www.frisianmotors.com
Frisian Motors produces since 2009 electrical UTV’s for professional use.
The company is looking for resellers. The ideal resellers are
 Garden and park machinery companies
 Agricultural mechanisation companies.
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Het Beginstation
www.beginstation.nl
The Startstation is a concept that focuses on employment, start-ups and
innovations for a circular economy. An innovation centre located at the
Stationsplein in Helmond which provides an inspiring and connecting
meeting place between various organizations. The Startstation connects
knowledge and experience with each other, facilitate, stimulate and
motivate for a sustainable circular economy accelerated by current
technology.
To be confirmed
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HEYDAY Facility Management
www.vastgoedverduurzamer.nl / www.heydayfm.nl
HEYDAY Vastgoedverduurzamer helps managers, tenants and owners to
make their real estate more sustainable. Reasons: The ice cap is melting
and 40% of CO2 emissions are caused by offices. HEYDAY would like to
change this through the “Energielabelcheck”, thorough advice and the
implementation of the advice for real estate (managers and owners).
The company would like to meet organisations which:
 want or have to make real estate more sustainable
 want to manage their facility processes in a more sustainable way.
The company also would like to meet companies that are active in circular
economy as well as organisations interested in sustainable facility
management.
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iLINQ
www.ilinq.eu
iLINQ B.V. is an innovative consultancy firm with a focus on a sustainable
future. Research, holistic thinking and sensitivity lead to unique solutions
with a balance between People, Planet, Prosperity and Participation.
Concepts, architecture, engineering and entrepreneurship are used as
tools to build a future proof environment.
Project developers, architecture and consultancy firms.
Inchainge
www.inchainge.com
The company is recognized as the leader in experiential learning in
supply chain management, serving the largest multinationals and more
than 400 universities globally with its web based simulations called The
Fresh Connection and The Cool Connection. Through its partner network
Inchainge trains and assesses people active in or connected to supply
chain management, from students to executives. Furthermore, the
combination of its business simulation, network and competitions creates
a unique position for our recruitment platform called The Talent
Connection that opens up the global talent pool in supply chain
management for our clients.
 Heads of sustainability of multinationals
 Professors and deans of universities and schools of higher education
in the fields of supply chain finance, supply chain management,
logistics, technique and management.

Modulo Milieustraten B.V.
www.modulo-milieustraten.nl
Modulo Milieustraten develops and produces innovative, modular and
circular recycling centres. Thanks to the flexible construction method,
user-friendly recycling centres are built that can be adapted, removed,
movedand reused over time. With maximum space utilization under the
platform and minimal (capital) costs.
A modular recycling centre must be adjusted every 10 years on average
in connection with changes in legislation and regulations, developments
and ambitions in waste separation and demographic developments. A
recycling site must therefore be able to adapt to new developments. Via a
flexible design it is possible to adapt the modular recycling centre
according to environmental demands.

Meeting wishes

With the Modulo innovative modular construction concept there is double
ground use through the hollow underside of the platform. Rooms are used
for the storage of waste and raw materials, sorting and processing of
products and materials, repair of products, for office space, recycling
activities, education space, start-ups and other circular activities. In
addition to the circular flexible construction design, the construction itself
is sustainable because the concrete elements are produced with
secondary raw materials (eco granulates) and 100% reusable.
City of Luxembourg - department “waste collecting (recycling) policy”
Interested in future plans concerning recycling centers
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Plastic Recycling Van Werven B.V.
www.recyclingplastics.nl
Van Werven is a recycler of post consumer hard plastics from
municipalities (bulky waste) and waste (sorting) companies. The company
produces high quality secondary raw materials for the plastic
manufacturing industry in Europe. Its process involves sorting, cleaning
and grinding the collected plastics to customer specifications. Together it
can create a closed loop solution.
 Municipalities
 Waste sorting companies
 Compounders
 Plastic producing industry

Plasticbase International B.V.
www.plasticbase.nl
Plasticbase is engaged in renaming secondary raw materials in the area
of circular economy. It processes and sorts different plastics form various
production areas (packing, automotive, etc.).
 Companies in the field of plastics
 Organisations orcompanies, that are looking for solutions in plastics
(upcycling)
 Policy for circular economy
 Networks with schools of higher education etc.

(Re)Cover BV
www.recoverpools.com
(Re)Cover extends the swim season by making the pool water
comfortable already with the first sunshine. All pools have some
inconveniences: cold water, evaporation, drowning hazard, cleaning
maintenance. These can be prevented by having a professional
automatic pool cover.
 Poolbuilders and service companies for swimming pools
 Decission makers (owners/ purchasers)
 Poolbuilders that build serially(polyester | stainless steel pools |
constructive pools on high scale)
 Pool maintenance / specialist (managers) of real estate resorts.
Schiphol Area Development Company
www.sadc.nl
SADC (Schiphol Area Development Company N.V.) develops high
quality, accessible, (inter)nationally competitive business locations on the
WESTAS logistics corridor in Amsterdam.
The company is looking for sustainable companies that have plans to
expand or move. It facilitates international companies that would like to
establish in the metropole region of Amsterdam.
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Tarkett
www.tarkett.com
Tarkett is a manufacturer of flooring solutions with 34 production site and
over 13.000 employees worldwide. The company is committed to
designing innovative solutions to make a positive impact on people and
the planet. The company was the first in its industry to implement Cradle 2
Cradle and is the only manufacturer with a C2C gold certified carpet
product range.
The company would like to meet companies that furnish buildings and
office spaces which are looking for sustainable solutions. Potential
contacts can be (interior) designers and building companies. The
company is however especially interested in meeting users. In companies,
Tarkett would especially like to meet Real Estate departments, Workplace,
Sustainability or Procurement departments.
TreeBUILDERS
www.treebuilders.eu / www.greenmax.eu
Functional trees can help us against the effects of climate change in our
cities. TreeBUILDERS ensures that trees can grow into large mature and
functional trees. Providing the benefits that healthy trees bring to our
towns and cities. By providing the best possible underground growing
conditions for trees. So our city trees will grow into functional trees.
GreenMax products are used to protect and establish newly transplanted
trees, and also to invigorate and enhance the future growth and value of
existing trees.
1) Getting in contact with companies abroad in the green market.
2) Landscapearchitects, city and landscape designers, green and
infrastructure people of councils

Van Ruysdael
www.van-ruysdael.com
Operating as a standard setter in the evolution of our build environment,
Van Ruysdael focuses on an international level on themes such as
architecture, heritage, health, and ecology. In addition to providing useful
information and guidance to stakeholders engaged in the debate about
these issues, the company offers a range of tangible innovations.
 People and organisations that are active in making existing buildings
more sustainable.
 The equivalent of RCE (RijksdienstCultureelErfgoed)
 The equivalent of “Monumentenzorg”
 Municipalities
 Restoration / renovation architects
 Policy makers in the field of restoration / renovation.
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X-Systems B.V.
www.x-systems.com
X-SYSTEMS develops and produces mobile and IoT solutions for the
highest level of safety, security, privacy and flexibility.
Provides
unparalleled security to mobile and IoT devices, by supplying clients with
special developments upon request from design, development up to
complete development of high encrypted mobile and IoT devices.
Companies having needs in optimising security & privacy, (Critical
Infrastructure), such as police, security companies, banks, hospitals,
municipalities, airports, bus- , train and transport companies.

